Its Full of Stars!
-Painting a Miniature Galaxy
Kevin Holdern

Class Materials
-Reaper 77664: Arakus Landarzad, Wizard
-Reaper 09439: Dragon White
-Reaper 09280: Nightmare Black
-Reaper 09733: Clear Brights Two (09097: Clear Blue, 09098: Clear Magenta, 09099: Clear Purple)
-A stippling brush, or an old brush that can be cut to about 1/8 inc
-A piece of newspaper or something to cover the work surfac
-Water (I use a dropper bottle lled with water to make ratios easier
-A towel of some sort. Paper towels will work, but cloth is bette

*If you normally prime your miniatures, please do so before class. We will not be covering this step.
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Thank you for deciding to paint a galaxy with me! My main goal for this class is
twofold: First, I aim to provide an informative set of steps for giving a surface the
appearance of a deep space star eld. Second, I want everyone to have a good time
doing so! I believe that painting miniatures should be, above all else, enjoyable. Its
natural to make mistakes and ub a model or two. Every model, whether it turns out
the way we wanted it to or not, is an educational experience. Don’t fret if things aren’t
going according to plan. Happy accidents happen all the time! Additionally, one of the
best things about this technique is that it is extremely adjustable. I always encourage
experimentation and modi cation. I will provide a few suggestions in the steps below,
but these are your models and your paint, so please try what you’d like

1. Base coat your cloak with Nightmare Black. I’ve chosen Nightmare Black in
this example, but you can use any deep blue or purple color to great effect.
The rst time that I did this technique, I used Coal Black and it worked well. I
recommend at least two thin coats for even coverage.
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2. Choose the direction for your nebulae to spread. In the example below, I’ve
chosen to work from the bottom left toward the top right. This is wholly up to
you

3. Stipple on a bit of the Clears roughly along the nebula line that you’ve chosen.
This will be nearly invisible once it dries, but it will provide a bit of subtle color
variation. Add some paint to your stippling brush and remove a bit with your
towel. We don’t want the bristles to be oversaturated
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4. Lightly stipple Dragon White along this line, varying thickness along the way.
This line will look a bit rough at rst, but once we begin blending the clears
over the top of it, the edges will blend a bit more. You can also do a bit of
these white patches elsewhere on the cloak but keep the focus along the line
that you chose earlier

5. Use the Clears to add color variation to the nebulae. In the example, I kept
Magenta mainly along the bottom of the white, and the Blue mainly along the
top. This helps to build the illusion of light refraction. I used the Purple
throughout. Note that nebulae come in many colors. The Clear paints that I’ve
chosen here are not the only ones that would make a great galaxy. Please
experiment with other colors
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Optional: Repeat steps 4 and 5 to create more de nition in your nebulae. You
can do this as much or as little as you’d like. We will be coming back to the

nebula in a later step, so don’t fret too much about having perfect blends at
this point

6. Use your stippling brush to ick stars onto your cloak. At this point, things will
get a bit messy. Be sure to cover your work surface with some newspaper or
something similar. Also be sure that you don’t have any other models around
you. You don’t want to accidentally put a galaxy on anything else! Load your
stippling brush with some thinned down white paint and remove a bit with your
towel. Use your thumb to ick speckles onto the cloak. I recommend keeping
your hand about 3 – 4 inches from your model
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7. Stipple your clears over the stars as a lter to create variation in tone/
brightness. The plain white specks can seem overpowering at rst, so we can
use our thinned down clear paints to give some depth to the stars. You can
also add a few larger stars by hand, as I did below

8. Add interest to your sky. In the demonstration, I’ve included a comet, but this
is a great opportunity for experimentation. Planets, a moon, even a UFO! The
sky is yours to ll
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9. Reinforce your nebulae and nish your blends. You can work at this step for
as long as you’d like, going back and forth between the white and the clear
colors, until you’re satis ed with the way that the nebulae look

And there you have it! A simple yet effective galaxy cloak. Now that we’ve
nished, please share your work with me! I will be running a bit of a prize

.
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10.Shade the recesses of your cloak with Nightmare Black. Thin down your base
color and use it in the folds of the cloak to darken down the deepest recesses

giveaway in my Discord chat in Artist’s Alley. All you need to do to enter is
share the model that you painted along with me in the class, and your name
will be entered into the drawing. This isn’t a popularity contest or a competition
of skill. I just want to see your work! I will be closing entries at 12:00 pm EST
on Monday, September 7, 2020, and drawing the winner at 1:00 pm EST

If you’re interested in seeing more of my work, please consider following
my pages on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. I’ve included links below, so
feel free to say hello! (PS. I may also be doing an additional giveaway based
on this class model on my facebook page…

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HolksWorkshop/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/holksworkshop/
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/holks_workshop

